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Executive Summary 
As organizations plan for seasonal changes in their business, they must validate the contact 
center is ready for variable demands. Making the right technology decisions and establishing 
cultural best practices will ensure customer ratings are favorable. This report evaluates some 
of the key issues and solutions for operating a flexible, scalable, intelligent contact center. 
 
 
Some of the key areas to examine include the following: 

• Business demands are variable, so make sure to have an architecture that supports 
this need for flexibility. 

• Agents need regular feedback, so have the right people, analytics, and processes in 
place to always improve agent performance. 

• Customers often want quick answers, and that may mean they don’t need to speak to 
a live agent. Have the technologies in place to serve this requirement. 

• Change is the only constant, so regularly analyzing and acting upon data is key to 
maintaining a stellar contact center. 
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Contact Center Checkup 
As organizations plan for seasonal changes in their business, they must validate the contact 
center is ready for variable demands. Making the right technology decisions and establishing 
cultural best practices will ensure customer ratings are favorable. 
 
Successful organizations follow some key best practices to ensure they are delivering a good 
experience. That may mean adding new technology, changing the culture, adding new people 
or processes, or changing the delivery architecture. Once an organization makes a change, the 
job is never finished. Indeed, change is the only constant, as customer service demands are 
always evolving. 
 
Some of the key areas to examine include the following: 

• Business demands are variable, so make sure to have an architecture that supports 
this need for flexibility. 

• Agents need regular feedback, so have the right people, analytics, and processes in 
place to always improve agent performance. 

• Customers often want quick answers, and that may mean they don’t need to speak to 
a live agent. Have the technologies in place to serve this requirement. 

• Change is the only constant, so regularly analyzing and acting upon data is key to 
maintaining a stellar contact center. 

 
Success Group 
Data that follows in this report includes a “success group.” Among the 518 research 
participants for Nemertes’ 2019-20 Intelligent Customer Engagement research study, 53% 
measured the success of their advanced Customer Experience (CX) initiatives. They measured 
how the use of technologies such as AI-enabled apps and analytics resulted in increased 
revenue, decreased operational costs, or improved customer ratings. The success group 
includes those with the top 50% of the success metrics. 
 

Addressing Variable Business Demands 
For nearly any type of business, demands are variable, based on season, events, holidays, 
catastrophes, product issues, epidemics, and more.  
 
The contact center must be able to respond to those demands. When business demands are 
at their peak, contact center platforms must be able to scale up, sometimes within hours, to 
meet demands of a growing customer base. But when business demands slow down, there is 
no reason companies should pay for licenses or capacity they won’t use.  
 
Cloud-based services provide that scale. In fact, 45.6% of organizations cited “better scale” as 
their No. 2 driver (behind cost savings) for moving to the cloud. CCaaS doesn’t require the IT 
staff to buy or install more equipment in the data center to handle the increased volume, 
which they then must continue paying for even after the business settles down. Additional 
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CCaaS licenses typically can take effect with a few mouse clicks, and then deleted when they 
aren’t needed. Of course, IT staffs must make sure the network can handle the additional 
capacity. 
 
Cloud contact center solutions provide the flexibility to scale up and down, and they also 
enable the addition of new interaction channels more easily. That’s one reason we see 
Contact Center as a Service (CCaaS) growing steadily, and also correlating with success. Today, 
45% of companies have a CCaaS service. Among our success group, that figure is 57.6%, so 
using CCaaS helps organizations become more measurably successful. Overall, we expect 
55.3% of companies to use CCaaS by the end of 2020, following a steady rise from only 15.4% 
in 2016. (Please see Figure 1.) 
 

 
Figure 1: Cloud Contact Center Adoption, 2019-2020 

 

Better Agents = Better Customer Experience 
Agents need quick training, and regular coaching. The faster a company can put a new agent 
on the floor, the faster he or she can start generating revenue or serving customers. But, that 
training must be quick, and based on intuitive technologies. Once trained, it’s imperative to 
leverage agent analytics to identify areas where agents excel or need improvement.  
 
Because companies are relying on their contact centers for more sales-related functions, and 
to support complex products, they are hiring more skilled agents, so training and coaching 
may get more complex. 
 
Companies Hiring More Skilled Agents 
About half of companies are hiring more skilled agents, and 69.7% of our research success 
group is doing the same. Organizations are seeking agents with more customer service 
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experience, education, product expertise, or vertical industry expertise to deliver excellent 
customer experience. Hiring more skilled agents also results in increased agent salaries. Nearly 
half of companies (46.5%) are increasing agent pay, and 69.7% of the success group is doing 
the same. 
 
The pay increases are substantial. As Figure 2 illustrates, successful companies will increase 
agent pay by 32.3%, while those not in the success group will increase compensation by 
22.3%. With such large increases, the transformation taking place in contact centers can’t be 
overstated. CX leaders are recognizing that by investing in agents, they will reduce turnover 
rates—and subsequently, reduce the revolving-door costs of hiring and increase customer 
ratings. 
 
In fact, our research shows that companies that keep agent turnover to less than 15% see a 
26% improvement in customer ratings. 
 

 
Figure 2 Pay Increase Results in Success 

 
Data Helps Performance 
Furthering the investment in agent experience, companies also are using AI-enabled analytics 
tools to provide information to help improve agent performance. Sentiment and predictive 
analytics help agents during customer interactions, using AI to interpret customer emotion 
and predict their next actions. Agent analytics provides data about performance, factors that 
influence performance, or how those factors can change or influence a customer experience. 
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Using analytics tools result in measurable business success. As Figure 3 illustrates, revenue 
increases by 35.9% to 90%, customer ratings improve by 51.9% to 75.7%, and operational 
costs drop by 12% to 33.5%, depending on the type of analytics in use. 
 

 
Figure 3: Success Metrics by Type of Analytics in Use 

 
Agents Not Always Required 
As contact center technology has evolved, one thing is clear: A live agent is not required for 
every customer interaction. With the right technologies in place, customers can have a better 
experience using self-service capabilities. However, if self-service is not delivering what the 
customers need, it’s imperative for the customer journey to seamlessly elevate them to a live 
agent. 
 
Today, 28.1% of customer transactions use self-service knowledge bases. Often, customers 
start by clicking on a webchat link on the company’s website or mobile app. They are greeted 
by a virtual assistant, which can route them to the appropriate self-service knowledge base to 
address the issue at hand, whether it might be filing a warranty claim, transferring funds, or 
scheduling a service call. As customers’ comfort levels with such transactions continue to 
improve, so will the use of self-service. By 2025, companies predict 45.2% of transactions will 
use self-service. 
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The Value of Omnichannel 
Of course, self-service provides only some of what customers need, and they must shift to a 
live agent discussion. If they have to repeat everything they just did, customer ratings will 
suffer. Companies must make sure that with each new channel added, it’s integrated with the 
others with omnichannel features. 
 
Omnichannel enables contextual customer interaction information to pass between channels 
for agents or bots to view both real-time and historically. This allows customers to journey 
across channels, providing agents historical interactions so they understand context. In 
addition, omnichannel provides background on the channel used and what happened within 
that channel. 
 
Today, only 31% of all organizations and 50% of the success group uses omnichannel. As 
companies add more interaction channels, we expect adoption to increase. By the end of 
2020, we expect 49% of organizations to use omnichannel, based on their stated plans in our 
2019 research study. 
 

 
Figure 4: Omnichannel Adoption, 2016-2020 

Blending artificial intelligence with omnichannel shows promise. For example, AI-enabled 
virtual assistants should identify (perhaps using Natural Language Processing or sentiment 
analysis) when a particular channel is not appropriate for the customer’s issue, and then 
proactively recommend a shift to a better channel. Once in the new channel, all of the 
previous interaction data should be visible to agents, along with recommendations of next 
steps.  
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When companies combine the benefits of AI along with omnichannel, they see significant 
improvement in customer ratings. Those that use only AI (and no omnichannel) see a 37% 
boost in customer ratings. Those that use both AI and omnichannel see a 104% increase.  
 

Analyze…and Analyze Again 
As with many areas of business, change is the only constant in the contact center. As it should 
be! Analytics can show where a contact center is driving success (or not) with specific business 
metrics, such as revenue increase, cost decrease, and customer ratings improvement. There 
are six important components to the analytics lifecycle. Following those will result in an 
analytics program that results in positive change in business requirements. It’s imperative to 
not only gather and analyze data, but make actual business decisions based on the analysis. 
 

 
Figure 5: Analytics Lifecycle 

Figure 5 illustrates the analytics lifecycle. Starting at the top, companies must gather data. 
Without data, it’s difficult to determine whether any actions to improve CX are actually 
merited or working as expected. Data often comes in the form of customer feedback 
(quantitative and qualitative). Analysts should examine that data in conjunction with other 
information, such as agent performance, sales figures, utilization of new apps or services, etc.  
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The analysis may require human intervention—or not. In some cases, automation can enable 
an app to take action based on preconfigured policies. In others, data analysts must examine 
and synthesize data to complete a full assessment. 
 
The output of the analysis should be a recommendation to do something—stay on course, add 
new technologies, take some away, change agent scripts, etc. From that recommendation, CX 
leaders should take action for a set length of time—and then measure success. Based on that 
data, they may or may not revise the strategy, and then start the cycle again, with the goal of 
continual improvement. 
 
 

Conclusion 
Seasonal changes in any business require a nimble contact center. Making the right 
technology decisions and establishing cultural best practices will ensure customer ratings are 
favorable. 
 
Keep in mind the customer experience strategy will never be complete. It’s always a work in 
progress, so it’s imperative to establish a technology portfolio that helps organizations change 
as customer and business demands evolve. 
 
In designing (or redesigning) an intelligent contact center, make sure you address the 
following: 

• Evaluate architecture so that you can be flexible to changing demands. 
• Consider agent experience, qualifications, and compensation. By focusing on the 

agent experience, customer satisfaction will increase and agent turnover will 
decrease. 

• Self-service knowledge bases and related technologies are a must, as customers often 
prefer quick self-service over a live discussion. 

• Change is the only constant, so regularly analyzing and acting upon data is key to 
maintaining a stellar contact center. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About Nemertes: Nemertes is a global research-based advisory and consulting firm that analyzes the 
business value of emerging technologies. Since 2002, we have provided strategic recommendations 
based on data-backed operational and business metrics to help enterprise organizations deliver 
successful technology transformation to employees and customers. Simply put: Nemertes’ better data 
helps clients make better decisions. 


